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JUDAS
Judas watches the people coming in, perhaps welcomes them, and when it appears that
everyone is in he says:
Everyone in?
Is everyone in?
A few more to come?
No?
One more?
No?
No more?
He waits for a moment
Ok
He looks at the audience. Quiet for a moment
Is there anyone here who doesn’t know who I am?
No?
Yes?
Well, it doesn’t make any difference
It’ll all become clear
I hope
I’m about to begin
I mean, I have begun, but I’m about to really begin
I thought it might be a good idea if before we really begin
If I might
Before I really begin
I might make a few things clear
I mean
Perhaps there are some people here with certain expectations
Certain expectations that I’m probably not going to satisfy
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So, from the off I’d like to clarify
Expectations are all well and good, but they don't say anything about what’s coming
Unless you’re an oracle, of course, or a clairvoyant
That might be different
Then, those expectations may indeed say something about what’s coming
Or what might possibly be coming
Yes, I’ll have to be careful about what I say because before you know it my words might be
twisted or shall we say: otherwise interpreted
I’ll try my best to be as precise as I can
This evening
To say what I mean as precisely as I can
Or wish to, which is perhaps another story entirely
Well, anyway
Later, I’ll be telling you this and that
About my good self
When I really do begin, I mean
And about a man
About me and a man
And a few other people
It’s a familiar tale
In part
As far as the facts go
And it’s an unfamiliar tale too
And it’s the unfamiliar tale that I’d like to tell you
So I won’t begin at the beginning
And I won’t begin at the end
I’ll spring in somewhere in the middle
And even if you do perhaps think: I already know all this
Or maybe I can give this bit a miss
I’d still ask you
(He suddenly reconsiders) There’s something I have to...
There’s something that slipped my mind
For a second
He walks away, comes back a moment later with a cashbox, he remains quiet for a moment,
awkward
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Ok, we’re going to begin
As I said…
I was talking about expectations and…
I’m sorry, but there’s one more thing I need to address
It’s something I find irritating I have to confess, but …
It’s something I do need to say
Before we can get this underway
There’s someone here among us…
I find this really irritating
But there’s someone here among us
In this theatre
As I have just been informed
There’s someone in this theatre
I don’t exactly know who
So there’s no one I can look in the eye
But I’ve had a word to the wise from the cashier that someone in this theatre has not yet
Paid for their ticket…
Look, this may seem trivial
A trifle
And I don’t want to make a song and dance of it
But it just isn’t … decent
I won’t even begin to talk about honesty
I mean, what is honesty?
I’ve always said, honesty is being able to look yourself in the eye
But I’ve come across quite a few dishonest types who have openly claimed they can look
Themselves in the eye
I’m just saying, honesty is pretty difficult – it’s tricky
Honesty can be a tricky concept
So that’s something I won’t address
But decent, it isn’t
I’ve said from the beginning
From the moment that the idea began forming:
It’s not as though I’m trying to make a killing
No, that isn’t what this is all about
But neither do I want to shell out
Look, we all know what things cost
That there is a cost
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Including for me
Anyhow, I don’t want to make a song and dance of it
Of course, it’s not that important is it
But I did feel I needed to mention it
So, I’d say that if the shoe fits….
Well, anyway
I’m going to begin
It’s quiet again for a moment
My assistant suggested that I….begin with….a joke?
Something light
Something to make you smile
“People do like a bit of that”
Is there anyone who thinks it’s a good idea if I…begin with...a joke?
No?
Yes?
By way of a fresh start
A fresh new start
Agreed?
He tells a joke, waits for a response and whatever that is, he tells another joke, perhaps
laughs himself, then suddenly:
Yeh yeh yeh yeh
I don’t just come out with any old line
It may seem as if I’m marking time
As if I’m the opening act for a promised star
The one who you’ve all come for
But that isn’t so
This is all part of the show
This is all part of the spectacle, so to speak
I certainly know how to “speak publicly”
How to develop a narrative
An intro
To build suspense
A leitmotiv
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A climax
A message
Etcetera
For years, I listened to a man who was exceptionally good at that
Exceptionally good I do have to confess
I listened and I looked too
Naturally
Because a person’s more than just his words
I learned that too
I’ll tell you a little something
About myself, yes
I was born on the day the sun reaches its highest point in the year, and at the hour that the
shadows it casts are the longest, in a land where there was so much fighting, so much
suffering, so much hope, so much prayer, at a time when no one knew for sure where we
were heading, and everyone was wishing that someday things would get better. I was the
son of a man and a woman who were not particularly loving and not particularly filled with
hate, the merchant and the midwife. I was given a name that had been given to the first son
in the family for centuries, as a sign that I was connected to the distant forefather of the tribe
that I was part of.
I was proud, yes
Of that name
I liked to speak it out loud
They say I was a hot-headed child
Who my father disowned out of fear of the anger inside me
Well, that isn’t quite true
Yes, I did like a scrap, it’s truei
When I was nine years old
But I can’t remember anyone being really scared of me
That’s the beginning
I don’t know if that’s important at all
Or whether where you come from says anything about who you are
But that’s where I came from
I had two brothers and a sister
Who I last saw when I was 25
The day I was called
By him
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(Or by God, who can say)
I kissed them goodbye and went off on my way
At the time, my father was travelling and my mother was helping with a delivery
They never saw me leave
That may sound a little dramatic but that wasn’t the case
I only want to say:
I have a personal backstory
That is connected to my family
The place of my birth
And I don’t think it’s really relevant or anything like that
That I had friends to play with
Or girls to fool around with
But still
Every tale has its context
Which is less and less of a talking point
What difference does it make where at any given moment I was and with who?
And what at any given moment I may have been doing?
Is my life a collection of footprints?
Or is there more?
I’m simply asking a question, that’s all
I understand
In the short time that I’ve been walking around
Just a person among other persons
- How else should I define myself?I mean, I have no explanation
For being where I am now
Or that I even am now at all
And yet it so happens to be a fact that I’m here
I see you and you see me
It’s as simple as that
So let’s not get into all that
I know that there are people who need to understand everything before they can surrender to
anything
So to those people, I’d like to say:
DON’T DO IT
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Wanting to understand is futile
And even more futile is wanting to understand ME
Really
For two thousand years people have been trying to understand me and I can now reveal one
thing to you – and then we’ll get that out of the way -: they’ve never managed to
So save yourself the trouble
Have yourself a pleasant evening
Or an informative evening, if you’d prefer
But pl-ea-se DO NOT tr-y to understand anything
I do understand though
- because that’s what I wanted to say a moment ago (Yes, I finish what I begin, that’s one of
my virtuous and well-appreciated qualities)
I’ve come to understand that one
ONE… I’m not saying you
I’ve come to understand that ONE knows very little of my life with him
There were no witnesses to many of the moments that we enjoyed together
There was only him and me
Sometimes I’m not even able to say for sure if he was there
Or whether I believed he was there
Of all the vivid memories I possess, only about half are true
Shocking, yes
To discover that half of your remembered life is merely one great fantasy
A product of your brain that arranges and arranges and arranges again
Until the desired image has been attained
A picture that suits you
And serves you as true
My life with him lasted three years
They were the last three years of my life
They were the last three years of his life
I died a couple of hours before he did
I think that part of me – a small silly childish part of me – hoped I’d see him again
On the other side
That I could wait for him in death as it were
Just to pass a few words
Say something, learn something
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That was poor thinking
He was heading in a different direction
Following a different route
I was astonished, that’s true
I thought two people whose fates were inextricably linked…
Well, you know
“Desire everything and expect nothing”
Yeah yeah
…
I expected a lot of him
Not as the Messiah per se
Or the redeemer
But as a leader
As king of the Jews
And I expected a lot of me too
I’d also been chosen after all
As one of the twelve
He’s quiet for a moment
I’ve come to understand that recently there’s been quite some kerfuffle about me
That I am – let’s say – an object of interest again
It appears there have even been rumblings of APPRECIATION
VENERATION
No, no, I don’t mean that cynically
It doesn’t make any difference to me
Not really
Who venerates me
Who vilifies me
One makes me feel a little better
One a little worse
Long silence
Anyway
The ACT
Of BETRAYAL
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As you all seem to call itii
The thing that clings to my name and flits around it like flies around a pile of fresh shit
Everyone knows the facts
The history
I greeted him, yes
On the evening in question
With a kiss
I addressed him, not by his name but his title: master
And I whispered two words
- two words –
That only he heard
I was surprised he hadn’t fled
I never said I expected that he’d have fled
I hoped, that’s all
After all, we often left the city as night fell
To head to Bethanien or another quiet locale
A place outside Jerusalem, where there was such commotion
Where the high priests and the elders of the tribes baited him for days
Like predators eyeing their prey
That’s the way they’d leer at him
Every step he’d take
Every word he’d say
Was noted by them
Sometimes they sent simple-minded souls
With their “crafty” questions
With the only intention of catching him out blaspheming
Or unmasking him as a deceiver
A backslider
Hypocrites
They barely even dared to speak of Jehovah and justice
Out of fear of the Romans
Our oppressors, yes
In the temples – note well their house of God – they traded in cattle and liquor and finery
In order to pay their taxes to the emperor in Rome
Look, I wouldn’t turn my nose up at a little money
Or trade
Really I wouldn’t
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I know just how useful money can be
But this money
This was coward’s money
Not meant to be used
Not meant for getting ahead
But to be wasted
On more power
More prestige
More certainty
This money was meant to be spat at
I spit on it, yes
I still do
All their money was contaminated
Every coin
And I would know
Thirty pieces of silver is what I touched
Thirty pieces of their contaminated silver
I’m not the kind of man who dithers for long
Anyone who dithers is scared
We all know that, of course
Scared of making a choice
Scared of the consequences of a choice
Scared to take part in life
But life follows its course anyway
Whether you dither or not
Time’s not going to stop
Life’s not going to take a breather until you – finally – decide what to do
This or that?
One thing or another?
Sometimes life can be split in two in a fraction of a second
One choice
Made despite everything
Despite everything that’s churning inside you
That’s fighting
And hammering and striking
I was scared, yes
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Scared of the consequences
Not for him
But for me
If you’ve always been a follower and not a leader
If you’ve always found yourself standing in a shadow
What in God’s name are you worth
In God’s name, yes
That isn’t a slip of the tongue
I had a God also
Even if I didn’t call him father
And me son
I always make quick decisions
I’m someone that hacks through knots
Who chooses a course and then follows the road he’s chosen
I’ve always known what I stood for
Of all the things you may say of me, this at least is true:
I’ve always known what I stood for
If you never do anything, you can’t do anything wrong
Nor ever do anything right
Yes, think about that
And don’t think: but that’s a cliché
Of course it’s a cliché
But why?
Why is it a cliché?
Because it’s true
That’s why
So just think about it:
If you never do anything, you can’t do anything wrong
Nor ever do anything right
Yes
It’s so lame disdaining the truth simply because it’s a cliché
Or because it’s too simple
Too simple!
Since when do things need to be complicated to be true?
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Who ever thought up that?
Has any one of you ever wondered why I and not him….
No, no, that isn’t fair
Yes, I’m sorry
I was about to say something to elevate me and denigrate him
And that’s not fair
As a rule it’s not fair to elevate oneself while denigrating another
And certainly not when the other isn’t there
To answer back
Not that he ever did that
He allowed the falsehoods to wash over him
Or turned the other cheek
At first, I thought it was a tactic
A strategy
A way of deepening the myth that surrounded him
Keeping quiet and smiling
But that isn’t so
He could see through things
Really
He could really see through things
Once
Just once
I managed that too
It was during the weeks leading up to Easter
We were in the east of Judea
He points at a stone and asks me what I see
I say I see a stone
He asks me to look again and then asks me again to say what I see
I look again and again I see a stone and say:
I see a stone
He asks me again
And again
And again
I keep seeing a stone
He says, sit here and look at that stone and tell me at the end of the day what you’ve seen
And at the end of the day he comes back and I say, I’m sorry but I still see a stone
He says, I’m sorry
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But I didn’t understand that
So I ask, sorry about what
He doesn’t say a word
But he gestures towards a passing old man leading a donkey by the hand, weighed down by
too heavy a burden
And he asks me what I see
I say I see an old man and a donkey
And he asks me what else I see
I say I see pain
The man’s and the donkey’s
I say I see so much pain I can almost feel their pain
And I feel pity too
He asks me who I feel pity for
I say the man and the donkey
He asks why?
I pity the donkey because his burden’s so heavy
And I pity the man because he’s too poor to buy a second and third donkey
A second to share the first donkey’s burden and a third to bear the man, so his feet can heal,
and with his feet his soul, so that once again he can see what lies before him rather than
beneath him
He smiles and says, I thought you could see only a stone
And I look at the stone again and what do you believe?
I see a serpent’s egg
And a turtle’s shell
I see a watermelon and a palm fruit
I see a waterskin and bread
I see a cow’s skull
A pig’s heart
I see everything and more, but no stone
I spin in total euphoria and cry, I can’t see a stone, I see an egg and a turtle and a fruit and a
heart and a skull and a..a…
But there’s no one around
I’m alone
Yeah yeah yeah yeah
A nice story, right
But the question, of course is, is it true?
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Or did I make it up for you
Who can say?
It wasn’t written down anywhere
No one else was there
There were no witnesses either
Just him and me
So tell me, is it all true?
If there’s no one to confirm or deny
Well?
(to someone in the audience) What do you think?
True or not?
(the person answers, or perhaps doesn’t)
Not true?
Yes, no, (to someone else) what do you think?
Is there anyone who thinks it’s true?
Good
It’s fascinating to see in how far we think in improbabilities
Yes, has that ever struck any of you?
You’d think we’d think in probabilities, but that isn’t the case
I’ll explain
Or not, perhaps not
He’s quiet for a moment
When I began all this
I had a plan
Some idea of why this might be a good thing to do
And it’s crazy, but I’ve forgotten the plan entirely
Really
Entirely forgotten
If I’m being entirely honest…
No
Not entirely honest
What good would that be to you
My being “entirely honest”
Believe me
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Believe me not
Doubt me
That’s ok
Really
I’ve believed in an awful lot
And I’ve doubted an awful lot too
What’s more: I’ve doubted all the things that I believed in
Really
And do you know what I’ve discovered?
One acts more frequently from doubt than from faith
Yes, that sounds… improbable?
Perhaps you believe that a person acts mostly from faith
But that isn’t the case
Faith doesn’t require an action
The way that doubt does
Faith, you want to keep
Doubt, you want to lose
It requires you taking some action
Whoever has doubt has to make a decision
So life can continue on its way
So you can participate
So you’re not simply swept away
Erased
Doubt is the black hole between two acts
It is the road from one to another
Yes, that’s the way I see it
You don’t have to agree, but that’s the way I see it
Doubt goads one to act
Because no one wants to be caught in that black hole
Everyone wishes they could return to faith
As fast as they can race
A return to certainty
A return to stability
Yes?
Do you know, some people wonder if I felt any remorse?
Remorse
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Or only regret?
I saw him as a master
And as a friend
That was complicated sometimes
For me
Not for him
He didn’t really think in terms of friends
Right at the beginning, when he’d just begun to speak, there was something inside him
that….
All those times he was tired, and lay by night by the fire, a stone’s throw from the people
who’d followed him by day and now wanted only to remain with him by night, I could see the
question in his eyes: what am I doing? Who’s to say that this is right?
I’d often bring him bread and wine then
And sometimes I’d tell him this and that
Something inane
About the time my father returned from his travels with a fruit that none of us knew
About how that fruit looked
How it tasted
And how we invented a name for the fruit that we’d never seen or tried
A name suited to its taste and tint
Such as lizard’s bread or bride’s cucumber or whatever
It made him laugh
He once said to me, you’re the only one who ever queries what I need
It wasn’t true, but that did flatter me
The idea that I was his friend
And he mine
I was one of the many
Not even one of the twelve
One of the many
Because there were hundreds of us in those days
And everywhere we went more followed
Those were the good days
The days before we entered Jerusalem
Yeah yeah meh meh meh meh mehhhh
So
Right, you thought this was going to turn serious I’ll bet
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Haha
What I wonder
Really wonder
Is if there’s someone who’d already like to make a confession
No, I don’t mean a full confession
I mean about the ticket
I can imagine you aren’t feeling entirely comfortable about it
Now you know that I know.
In any case, I know that I wouldn’t be too comfortable about it
But anyway, who am I

(…)
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FOOTNOTES
i

One story claims that Judas was possessed by Satan as a child and he then wildly attacked
everyone around him.
ii
The word 'betrayal' was only later ascribed to Judas's act. The gospels use the term 'handing over'.
This implies handing over to the judges someone who is at fault or has committed a crime.
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